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In brief
Oxidative stress has been
implicated in most biological
processes. To improve our
understanding of how cells are
impacted by and respond to
oxidative stressors, we
developed a new proteomics
method, SP3-Rox that can
accurately quantify the oxidation
state of thousands of cysteines
proteome-wide. We establish the
MSFragger algorithm as a
computational platform capable
of quantifying changes to thiol
oxidation, including for peptides
containing multiple cysteines.
Application of SP3-Rox
uncovered cell-state–dependent
redox-sensitive residues in
primary human T cells.
Highlights
• High-coverage Cys oxidation state quantification using custom isotopic probes.• FragPipe-IonQuant accurately quantifies Cys labeling comparably to Skyline.• PTMProphet enables site-of-labeling localization for multi-Cys–containing peptides.• SP3-Rox identifies changes in Cys oxidation during T cell activation.
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RESEARCH
SP3-Enabled Rapid and High Coverage
Chemoproteomic Identification of Cell-State–
Dependent Redox-Sensitive Cysteines
Heta S. Desai1,2 , Tianyang Yan1,3 , Fengchao Yu4 , Alexander W. Sun1 ,
Miranda Villanueva1,2 , Alexey I. Nesvizhskii5,4 , and Keriann M. Backus1,3,2,6,7,8,*
Proteinaceous cysteine residues act as privileged sen-
sors of oxidative stress. As reactive oxygen and nitrogen
species have been implicated in numerous pathophysio-
logical processes, deciphering which cysteines are sen-
sitive to oxidative modification and the specific nature of
these modifications is essential to understanding protein
and cellular function in health and disease. While estab-
lished mass spectrometry-based proteomic platforms
have improved our understanding of the redox proteome,
the widespread adoption of these methods is often hin-
dered by complex sample preparation workflows, pro-
hibitive cost of isotopic labeling reagents, and
requirements for custom data analysis workflows. Here,
we present the SP3-Rox redox proteomics method that
combines tailored low cost isotopically labeled capture
reagents with SP3 sample cleanup to achieve high
throughput and high coverage proteome-wide identifi-
cation of redox-sensitive cysteines. By implementing a
customized workflow in the free FragPipe computational
pipeline, we achieve accurate MS1-based quantitation,
including for peptides containing multiple cysteine resi-
dues. Application of the SP3-Rox method to cellular
proteomes identified cysteines sensitive to the oxidative
stressor GSNO and cysteine oxidation state changes that
occur during T cell activation.

Oxidative stress plays an essential role in human health and
disease. Both reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive
nitrogen species (RNS) have been implicated in many patho-
physiological processes, including cancers, neurodegenera-
tive disorders, and atherosclerosis (1–3). Oxidative stress also
plays an essential role in the modulation of innate and adap-
tive immune responses, with abnormal cellular activation
occurring at both hypo- and hyper-levels of ROS and RNS
(4–6). Consequently, the identification of mechanisms by
which cells respond to oxidative stressors is an essential step
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to improving the treatment and prevention of a wide range of
human disorders.
Inherently nucleophilic and sensitive to oxidative stress,

proteinaceous cysteine residues function as key sensors of
ROS and RNS through oxidative modifications, including di-
sulfide formation, S-nitrosation, and sulfenylation (3, 7).
Therefore, the proteome-wide identification of redox-sensitive
cysteine residues has emerged as a useful strategy to gain
insight into cellular response to oxidative stress (8). Numerous
proteomic methods, including OxiCat, Biotin Switch, and
modifications to these methodologies (8–14) have enabled the
high throughput identification of cysteines sensitive to oxida-
tive modifications. Exemplifying these technical innovations,
recent application of isobaric mass tagging coupled with
immobilized metal affinity chromatography to the organism-
wide identification of redox-sensitive cysteines identified
~34,000 unique cysteines across 10 murine tissues (15).
Most of these platforms rely upon the same general work-

flow: first, all reduced cysteines are capped using a cysteine
reactive probe such as iodoacetamide (IA). After removal of all
excess IA, oxidized cysteines are then reduced by the appli-
cation of reducing agents tailored to the oxidized species of
interest (e.g., gentler reductant such as sodium ascorbate for
selective identification of nitrosylated cysteines or stronger
reducing agents such as tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP)
or DTT for identification of all oxidized cysteines, including
disulfides and sulfenylated cysteines) (11, 16–18). Newly
liberated thiol side chains are then capped using a second
cysteine-reactive electrophile, typically one that features an
enrichment handle (e.g., iodoacetamide alkyne (IAA) or
iodoacetamide-desthiobiotin). After enrichment and proteo-
lytic digestion, oxidized cysteines are then identified using
standard LC-MS/MS analysis workflows. Incorporation of
isotopic labeling strategies, including stable isotope labeling
icine, 2Molecular Biology Institute, and 3Department of Chemistry and
athology, and 5Department of Computational Medicine and Bioinfor-
tute for Genomics and Proteomics, 7Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer
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SP3-Rox for Rapid and High Coverage Redox Proteomics
by amino acids in cell culture and other isotopic labeling re-
agents, such as isotope-coded affinity tag reagents, tandem
mass tag labeling reagents, isobaric tags for relative and ab-
solute quantification, and heavy- and light-IAA, enables inter-
and intra-sample quantitation of relative and absolute cysteine
oxidation (9, 15, 19–23).
While already widely adopted, redox proteomic methods

suffer from several shared limitations. Reliance on costly
isotopically labeled reagents has made large scale redox
studies cost-prohibitive for many groups. Efficient removal of
excess cysteine-labeling reagent, which is essential to
achieving high fidelity identification of redox-sensitive cyste-
ines, requires laborious sample decontamination steps, such
as protein precipitation or buffer exchange. Such sample
manipulation can easily result in material loss or spurious re-
sults due to inefficient decontamination. The large amount of
sample input required for most redox proteomic methods has
hindered application to samples with limited available mate-
rial, such as primary cells and biopsy samples.
Several hurdles also exist for quantitative analysis of redox

proteomics datasets. Accurate quantitation (frequently at the
MS1 level) is an essential component of most chemo-
proteomic data analysis workflows, including methods
aimed at measuring thiol oxidation state. Prior studies,
including our own, have relied upon custom software to
report accurate measures of relative MS1 chromatographic
peak areas for the extracted ion chromatograms of heavy-
and light-reagent–labeled peptides. While some commercial
software packages, such as ProLuCID/Census and Byonic
have been successfully employed for residue-level quantifi-
cation of chemoproteomics experiments, the cost of these
tools has precluded widespread adoption (24). Powerful free
software packages for both data search and quantitation,
including Skyline and FragPipe, have been widely employed
by the mass spectrometry community (25–34). However, the
adoption of these tools for chemoproteomics remains limited
to a handful of studies, due in part to incompatibility with
several specific applications, including the quantification of
peptides containing multiple modifications (e.g., peptides
with two or more cysteine residues). As multi-cysteine-
containing peptides are ubiquitous in redox motifs (e.g.,
CXXC), this limitation is particularly problematic for mea-
sures of thiol-oxidation state (35–37). Furthermore, the
relative performance of these tools for chemoproteomic
applications remains unexplored.
An optimal redox proteomic method would achieve near

complete removal of excess reagents with minimal sample
loss, be compatible with all cell and tissue types, use a min-
imal amount of input material, report oxidative modifications
with high sensitivity and specificity, and be cost-effective. The
single-pot, solid-phase-enhanced sample-preparation (SP3)
method is poised to enable such a method. The single-pot,
solid-phase-enhanced sample-preparation method employs
2 Mol Cell Proteomics (2022) 21(4) 100218
carboxyl-coated magnetic beads to achieve efficient sample
decontamination, even for small sample sizes (38, 39). Our
recent findings revealed that not only is SP3 compatible with
cysteine chemoproteomics, it even affords improved coverage
of labeled peptides when benchmarked against protein-
precipitation-based cleanup methods (40). SP3 also facili-
tates multiple rounds of sample cleanup, using a simple
magnetic capture and elution system. Whether SP3 can
enable identification of redox sensitive cysteines remains
unexplored.
To enable rapid, cost-effective, and high throughput redox

proteomics, we first synthesized novel and low-cost isotopi-
cally labeled IAA probes. We then combined these reagents
with a new multi-step SP3 redox sample preparation workflow
(SP3-Rox) compatible with FragPipe-IonQuant based quanti-
fication to achieve rapid and high coverage identification of
redox-sensitive cysteines. We validate the accuracy of Ion-
Quant quantification by comparison to widely adopted
Skyline-based MS1 level quantification. Application of the
SP3-Rox method identified redox sensitive cysteines sensitive
to S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO) in proteomes derived from an
immortalized T lymphocyte cell line and cysteines in primary
human T cells that showed cell-state dependent oxidation
states. The technical innovations and expanded portrait of the
redox proteome enabled by SP3-Rox provides a roadmap for
a proteome-wide understanding of the cellular mechanisms
underlying response to oxidative stress.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Experimental Design and Statistical Rationale

We used a total of 58 datasets in this work. In all datasets, we
estimated the identification false-discovery rate using the target-
decoy approach (41). For MSFragger, peptide-spectrum matches
(PSMs), peptides, and proteins were filtered at 1% PSM and 1%
protein identification FDR. For Skyline analyses, default settings were
used unless otherwise noted. All experiments were performed in
duplicate or triplicate for quantification accuracy assessment and
method validation. S-nitrosoglutathione and T cell experiments utilized
experimental duplicates with two additional technical replicates per
condition (n = 4 for ± GSNO and resting/activated T cells). Aggregated
mean log2(heavy:light ratios) were used to assess peptide quantifi-
cation accuracy in comparison to ground-truth ratios. Comparison of
the number of unique quantified cysteine-containing peptides was
used to evaluate the performance of quantitation pipelines. Means of
reported log2 ratio values for each condition (± GSNO or unstimulated/
stimulated T cells) were calculated for all replicates per condition, and
the difference of the log2 mean values were reported. Variances were
calculated for each sample-condition pairing and a corresponding
two-sample t test was performed on the raw log2 ratios to generate
p-values (n = 4 for ± GSNO and unstimulated/stimulated T cells);
p-values were adjusted for multiple comparisons using Benjamini–
Hochberg procedure. Quantified peptides identified in all replicate
samples per condition for ± GSNO and unstimulated/stimulated T cell
experiments were used for statistical analyses. Difference values
above 2 and 1.5 were used in subsequent gene ontology and
expression analyses for GSNO and T cell experiments respectively.



SP3-Rox for Rapid and High Coverage Redox Proteomics
Cell Culture and Preparation of Cell Lysates

All cell lines were obtained from ATCC and maintained at a low
passage number (<20 passages) and tested regularly for mycoplasma.
The cells were cultured in DMEM/RPMI-1640 supplemented with
10 % fetal bovine serum and penicillin-streptomycin. Media was
filtered (0.22 μm) prior to use. Cells were maintained in a humidified
incubator at 37 ◦C with 5 % CO2. Cells were harvested by centrifu-
gation, washed twice with cold DPBS, resuspended in DPBS, and
sonicated. Blood from deidentified healthy donor was obtained from
UCLA/CFAR Virology Core (5P30 AI028697) after informed consent.
After Trima filter isolation, peripheral blood mononuclear cells were
purified over Ficoll–Hypaque gradient (Sigma-Aldrich), and T cells
were isolated via negative selection with magnetic beads (EasySep
Human T Cell Iso Kit, 17951, STEMCELL). The isolated T cells were
washed with sterile PBS. Unstimulated cells were harvested by
centrifugation. The remaining cells were then resuspended in RPMI-
1640 supplemented with FBS, penicillin, streptomycin, and gluta-
mine (2 million cells per ml), and 200,000 cells per well were seeded on
nontreated tissue culture, 96-well transparent plates that had been
coated with anti-CD3 (1:200, BioXcell) and anti-CD28 (1:500, Bio-
legend) in PBS (100 μl per well). After 72 h, the cells were then har-
vested, washed with PBS, and the cell pellets lysed by sonication in
PBS. Protein concentrations were determined using a Bio-Rad DC
protein assay kit from Bio-Rad Life Science, and the lysate diluted to
the working concentrations as indicated.

Gel-Based Proteome Labeling

HEK293T proteome (25 μl of 2 mg/ml) was labeled with 30 μM
isopropyl iodoacetamide alkyne (IPIAA)-H (5), IPIAA-L (4), or IAA (6)
(0.75 μl of 1 mM stocks) for 1 h. Copper-catalyzed azide–alkyne
cycloaddition (CuAAC) was performed with rho-azide (#) (1 μl of
1.25 mM stock in DMSO, final concentration = 50 μM), TCEP (0.5 μl of
fresh 50 mM stock in water, final concentration = 1 mM), tris((1-benzyl-
4-triazolyl)methyl)amine (1.5 μl of 1.7 mM stock in DMSO/t-butanol
1:4, final concentration = 100 μM), and CuSO4 (0.5 μl of 50 mM stock
in water, final concentration = 1 mM). Samples were allowed to react
for 1 h at ambient temperature. All samples were denatured (5 min, 95
◦C) and analyzed by SDS-PAGE using Criterion TGX Stain-free gels
obtained from Bio-Rad. Loading control images were obtained after
Coomassie staining.

SP3-Rox Proteomic Sample Preparation

Details for each experiment are provided in Supporting Information.
Lysate samples (200 μl of 2 mg/ml) were incubated with vehicle or
1 mM GSNO for 30 min at room temperature (RT) followed by labeling
with 2 mM IPIAA-L (4; 2 μl of 200 mM stock solution in DMSO, final
concentration = 2 mM) for 1 h at 37 ◦C. The samples were incubated
with 0.5 μl benzonase (Fisher Scientific, 70–664–3) for 30 min at 37 ◦C.
SP3 bead slurries were then transferred to the proteome samples,
incubated for 10 min at RT with shaking (1000 rpm). Absolute ethanol
(400 μl) was added to each sample, and the samples were incubated
for 5 min at RT with shaking (1000 rpm). Using the magnetic rack as
described above, supernatants were then removed and discarded and
the beads were further washed two times with 80% ethanol in water
(400 μl). Beads were then resuspended in 200 μl PBS containing 2 M
urea. TCEP (10 μl of 100 mM stock in water, final concentration =
5 mM) was added into each sample, and the sample was incubated at
56 ◦C for 30 min, shaking (500 rpm). Beads were washed with abso-
lute ethanol for 5 min followed by 80% ethanol twice as described and
resuspended in 200 μl PBS containing 2 M urea. The samples were
then labeled with IPIAA-H (5; 2 μl of 200 mM stock solution in DMSO,
final concentration = 2 mM) for 1 h at 37 ◦C with shaking (500 rpm).
Absolute ethanol (400 μl) was added to each sample, and the samples
were incubated for 5 min at RT with shaking (1000 rpm). Samples were
then placed on a magnetic rack, and the beads are allowed to settle.
Supernatants were then removed and discarded. Beads were then
resuspended in 200 μl 0.5% SDS in PBS. Copper-catalyzed azide–
alkyne cycloaddition was performed with biotin-azide 7 (4 μl of
200 mM stock in DMSO, final concentration = 4 mM), TCEP (4 μl of
fresh 50 mM stock in water, final concentration = 1 mM), tris((1-benzyl-
4-triazolyl)methyl)amine (12 μl of 1.7 mM stock in DMSO/t-butanol 1:4,
final concentration = 100 μM), and CuSO4 (4 μl of 50 mM stock in
water, final concentration = 1 mM). Samples were allowed to react for
1 h at ambient temperature with shaking (500 rpm). Samples were
washed and subjected to trypsin digestion as described below.

SP3 Digest and Elution

Absolute ethanol (400 μl) was added to each sample, and the
samples were incubated for 5 min at RT with shaking (1000 rpm).
Beads were washed with 80% ethanol as described above. The beads
were then resuspended in 200 μl 0.5% SDS in PBS containing 2 M
urea. Dithiothreitol (DTT; 10 μl of 200 mM stock in water, final con-
centration = 10 mM) was added into each sample, and the sample was
incubated at 65 ◦C for 15 min. To this, iodoacetamide (10 μl of 400 mM
stock in water, final concentration = 20 mM) was added and the so-
lution was incubated for 30 min at 37 ◦C with shaking. After that,
beads were washed with ethanol as described. Next, the beads were
resuspended in 150 μl PBS containing 2 M urea followed by an
addition of 3 μl trypsin 1 mg/ml solution. Digest was allowed to pro-
ceed overnight at 37 ◦C with shaking. After digestion, ~4 ml aceto-
nitrile was added to each sample and the mixtures were incubated for
10 min at RT with shaking (1000 rpm). Supernatants were then
removed and discarded using the magnetic rack, and the beads were
washed (3 × 1 ml acetonitrile). Peptides were then eluted from SP3
beads with 100 μl of 2% DMSO in molecular biology (MB) grade water
for 30 min at 37 ◦C with shaking two times for a total of 200 μl eluent.

NeutrAvidin Enrichment of Labeled Peptides

For each sample, 50 μl of NeutrAvidin Agarose resin slurry (Pierce)
was washed three times in 10 ml immunoaffinity purification buffer
(50 mM MOPS–NaOH (pH 7.2), 10 mM Na2HPO4, 50 mM NaCl) and
then resuspended in 500 μl immunoaffinity purification buffer. Peptide
solutions eluted from SP3 beads were then transferred, and the
samples were then rotated for 2 h at RT. After incubation, the beads
were pelleted by centrifugation and washed. Bound peptides were
eluted with 60 μl of 80 % acetonitrile in MB water containing 0.1%
formic acid (10 min at RT & 10 min at 72 ◦C). The eluants were dried
(SpeedVac). The samples were then reconstituted with 5% acetonitrile
and 1% formic acid in MB grade water and analyzed by LC-MS/MS.

LC-MS/MS Analysis

Details are provided in Supporting Information document. The
samples were analyzed by liquid chromatography tandem mass
spectrometry using Orbitrap Eclipse Tribrid Mass Spectrometer
(Thermo Scientific) coupled to an Easy-nLC 1200 system.

FragPipe Peptide Identification and Quantitation

Details are provided in Supporting Information document and
workflow file in PRIDE (PXD029500). Raw data collected by LC–MS/
MS were converted to mzML format (for PTMProphet datasets) or left
as raw files and searched using FragPipe GUI v16.0 with MSFragger
(version 3.3) (28, 32), Philosopher (version 4.0.0) (34) and IonQuant
(version 1.7.5) (29, 30) were enabled. Precursor and fragment mass
tolerance was set as 20 ppm. Missed cleavages were allowed up to 2.
Peptide length was set 7 to 50, and peptide mass range was set
500 to 5000. Cysteine residues were searched with variable
Mol Cell Proteomics (2022) 21(4) 100218 3



SP3-Rox for Rapid and High Coverage Redox Proteomics
modifications at cysteine residues for carboxyamidomethylation
(+57.02146), IPIAA-L (+463.2366), and IPIAA-H (+467.2529) labeling
allowing for 3 max occurrences and all mods used in first search
checked. Peptide and protein level FDR were set to 1%. Permissive
IonQuant parameters allowed minimum scan/isotope numbers set to
1. PTMProphet information was obtained from psm.tsv using ‘heavy’
and ‘light’ localizations scores. A FASTA database from UniProtKB
homo sapien FASTA file containing canonical, nonredundant se-
quences (08/2018) used for all searches and is provided in the PRIDE
(PXD029500 and PXD031647) repository. Proteomic workflow of
FragPipe and its collection of tools are outlined in Supporting
Information.

Skyline Quantitation

Details are provided in Supporting Information document. Inter-
act.pep.xml files from FragPipe searches were imported into Skyline
v21.1.0.146 (42) with a probability threshold corresponding to the 1%
peptide-ion level FDR in the dataset. Following the standard DDA
analysis workflow for isotopically labeled dataset using the following
modifications: carboxyamidomethylation (+57.02146) as a variable
modification, light structural modification (+463.2366), and heavy
isotope modification (+4.01634). As Skyline automatically places a
heavy isotopic label on all modified cysteines, including carbamido-
methylated residues and those modified by the IPIAA-H regent,
quantification fails for peptides containing two or more modified
cysteines (e.g., one carbamidomethyl residue and one IPIAA-residue).
A custom plugin was generated to remove the heavy mass from all
carbamidomethylated residues.

Data Analysis and Processing

Custom R scripts were implemented to compile labeled peptide
datasets from peptide_label_quant.tsv FragPipe outputs. Unique
cysteines were quantified for each dataset using unique identifiers
consisting of UniprotID_Cysteine Number. Details of data processing
are in Supplemental Information.

Synthesis of Reagents

Compound 6 and 7 were prepared as has been reported (43).
Detailed syntheses of compounds 4 and 5 are provided in the elec-
tronic Supplementary Information.
RESULTS

Synthesis and Benchmarking of Low-Cost Isotopically
Labeled IAA Probes

Relatively cost-effective isotopically labeled IAA probes
have been achieved, using 13C-benzaldehyde ($115/mmol) as
a low-cost isotope source (9). Here, we envisioned the syn-
thesis of even lower cost second generation IAA probes, by
employing isotopically labeled 13C-acetone ($60/mmol) for
isotopic barcoding. The desired light and heavy isopropyl
iodoacetamide probes (IPIAA-L and IPIAA-H) were obtained in
three steps, and the key isotopic labels were incorporated by
reductive alkylation with propargyl amine and acetone, using
either 12C- or 13C-acetone and NaBH3CN or NaBD3CN for the
light and heavy probes, respectively, as shown in Figure 1A.
Analysis of the reagents by LC-MS confirmed that the desired
isotopologues had been obtained at equal concentrations
(Fig. 1B).
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With probes validated, we next established labeling condi-
tions to achieve high occupancy cysteine capping required for
redox proteomics. Benchmarking of the IPIAA probes against
a standard unsubstituted IAA probe using a gel-based assay
revealed comparable labeling and banding pattern for all three
probes (Fig. 1C). Using a competitive gel-based assay under
denaturing conditions (2M Urea), we found that at 2 mM
concentration, all three probes efficiently blocked lysate la-
beling by IA-rhodamine. This finding concurs with our prior
study (40), which indicated that low mM concentrations of
iodoacetamide reagents are sufficient to cap most cysteines
with near completion (supplemental Fig. S1). Somewhat un-
expectedly, a comparison of cysteine labeling at pH 7 and pH
8.4 revealed near complete competition of IA-rhodamine la-
beling at both neutral and more basic pH (supplemental
Fig. S2). Next, we carried out a mass spectrometry-based
competitive assay by subjecting Jurkat lysates to labeling
with 2 mM IPIAA-H and IPIAA-L probes followed by 20 mM IA
to completely cap all unlabeled cysteines. After tryptic digest
and LC-MS/MS analysis, search using MSFragger revealed
that for both the light and heavy probes, >80% of all cysteines
were labeled with the IPIAA (supplemental Fig. S3). The
observed slight decrease in labeling efficiency compared to
our prior study using unsubstituted IAA (40) can likely be
ascribed to the increased steric bulk afforded by the isopropyl
modification.

FragPipe-IonQuant and Skyline-Based Quantitation for
Chemoproteomic Analysis

With probes in hand, we sought to establish a robust plat-
form for chemoproteomic dataset quantitation. We subjected
HEK293T cell lysates to labeling with different ratios of the
IPIAA-H and IPIAA-L probes (1:1 and 4:1) (Fig. 2A). The heavy-
and light-labeled samples were then subjected to CuAAC to
biotin-azide, SP3 sample cleanup, on-resin digest, enrichment
on Neutravidin, and LC-MS/MS analysis. Guided by the pre-
cedent of recent reports, including our prior study (40) that
showcased the compatibility of MSFragger - ultrafast, easy-
to-use search algorithm - with chemoproteomics, we opted
to use FragPipe - the MSFragger-powered computational
pipeline for proteomics data analysis. In a conventional
‘closed’ MSFragger search with FragPipe v16.0, we identified
8,350 cysteine-containing peptides, 7,126 light-labeled, and
4,017 heavy-labeled peptides in one 1:1 (H:L) replicate.
Next, we sought to identify a quantitation algorithm

compatible with our SP3-Rox method, including for multi-
cysteine containing peptides. While there are many available
quantitation algorithms, we opted to compare FragPipe’s
built-in IonQuant tool (29, 30) to the quantitation achieved by
Skyline v21.1.0.146 (42). These packages were selected
based on widespread adoption by the proteomics community
and availability of options for compatibility with multi-cys
containing peptides and with Field Asymmetric Ion Mobility
Spectrometry (FAIMS) data (44). To quantify data in FragPipe,
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we customized a workflow (see Supplemental Information)
that substantially increased the fraction of peptides quantified
when compared to the default settings (supplemental Fig. S5).
One key modification that was implemented was selection of
the "use all mods in first search" that retains all modifications
from the user's setting in the initial search, which enables
improved mass calibration for peptides. Without this option,
MSFragger only keeps common modifications in the first
search; for samples with rare modifications, the number of
high quality PSMs would be insufficient for mass calibration.
We quantified 5748, 5736, and 8269 cysteines in the 1:1,

4:1, and 1:10 (H:L) datasets respectively with IonQuant (Figs. 2
SP3

Digest 
Enrich
MS/MS

‘Click to 
Biotin Azide

IPIAA-LIPIAA-H H:L

A B

FIG. 2. Quantification of IPIAA probes in various heavy to light rati
probes. B, heavy to light intensity ratios from 1:1 and 4:1 IPIAA-H: IPIAA-L
coupled with IonQuant (FP) or ratios of integrated peak areas from ion c
IonQuant ratio reproducibility with and without FAIMS using 1:10 IPIAA-H
ground-truth log2 ratio. Experiments were performed in triplicate for ± F
parisons. Data available in supplemental Table S1. FAIMS, field asymmetr
alkyne.
and S4), where at least 93% of all peptides identified fall within
ratio windows [1 > log2(H/L) > −1, 4 > log2(H/L) > 1, and 1 >
log2(H/L) > -4], supporting accurate quantification of labeled
cysteines. More variability in ratios was observed for the 1:10
datasets consistent with decreased accuracy for larger fold
change MS1 chromatographic peak area ratios. We also
observed a marked increase in the fraction of peptides
detected with only one isotopic label (e.g., only heavy-label
identified) for higher reagent ratio combinations (Fig. 2C). We
found for 1:10 samples, ~1,200 unique cysteines and for 4:1
samples ~100 unique cysteines with single labels (Figs. 2C
and S4). For these peptides, we set the ratio value to a
C

os using IonQuant. A, workflow to assess the quantification of IPIAA
mixtures aggregated from triplicate datasets (+FAIMS) using FragPipe
hromatograms Skyline (SK), mean ratio values reported. C, FragPipe
: IPIAA-L mixtures, mean ratio values reported. Dashed lines indicate
AIMS comparisons and 4:1 comparisons and duplicate for 1:1 com-
ic waveform ion mobility spectrometry; IPIAA, isopropyl iodoacetamide
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maximal ratio of 20 or minimal ratio of 1/20 (log2 values
of ± 4.32).
To further benchmark and optimize the IonQuant quantifi-

cation, we next established a pipeline for Skyline quantifica-
tion of these model datasets. From FragPipe searches,
interact.pep.xml files were imported into Skyline following the
standard DDA analysis workflow for isotopically labeled
dataset with the following modifications. As Skyline auto-
matically places a heavy isotopic label on all modified cyste-
ines, including carbamidomethylated residues and those
modified by the IPIAA-H regent, quantification fails for pep-
tides containing two or more modified cysteines (e.g., one
carbamidomethyl residue and one IPIAA-residue). Therefore, a
custom plugin was generated to remove the heavy mass from
all carbamidomethylated residues. Accurate quantification of
FAIMS data was achieved using the Ion Mobility settings (See
Supplementary Information). While Skyline initially out-
performed IonQuant in terms of absolute numbers of peptides
quantified (supplemental Fig. S5), we found that this difference
in performance could be eliminated by adjusting the IonQuant
parameters by setting minimum scan and minimum isotopes
required for feature detection to 1 (supplemental Fig. S5). With
these changes, we observed similar quantification with Skyline
and IonQuant using our 1:1 and 4:1 datasets (Fig. 2B).
As FAIMS-based separation of peptides has only recently

been implemented for chemoproteomics experiments (40) the
impact of FAIMS on quantitation of detected ions in chemo-
proteomics experiments has not, to our knowledge, been
explored. Therefore, our next step was to compare the relative
intensities of peptide ratios of samples analyzed with and
without FAIMS. After observing the increased ratio variability
in the 1:10 datasets, we opted to compare quantitation for the
1:10 samples analyzed with and without FAIMS. This com-
parison revealed FAIMS-associated ratio compression
consistent with that of reported Stable Isotope Labeling by
Amino acids in Cell culture experiments, with more pro-
nounced compression evident for the higher ratio 1:10 data-
sets in comparison to the 4:1 datasets (supplemental Fig. S4)
(45). Interestingly, FAIMS nearly eliminates the large fraction of
single-isotopic labeled quantified peptides in both our Frag-
Pipe and Skyline analysis (peptides with ratio L:H ratio values
>3,000 in Skyline datasets) (Figs. 2C and S4). We also found
that FAIMS data analyzed using FragPipe (mean ratio = −2.57)
showed reduced ratio compression relative to Skyline quan-
titation with Ion Mobility settings (mean ratio= −1.79) (Fig. 2C),
supporting the use of a FAIMS device coupled with IonQuant
for quantitative chemoproteomic applications.

Single-Pot, Solid Phase-Enhanced Sample-Preparation for
Identification of Relative Cysteine Oxidation and

PTMProphet-Enabled Site-of-Labeling Localization

With heavy- and light-IPIAA probes in hand and quantitation
workflow established, we next developed our chemo-
proteomic redox platform. Motivated by the improved
6 Mol Cell Proteomics (2022) 21(4) 100218
coverage that we had achieved previously with SP3 solid
phase sample cleanup, we tested whether the SP3 method
could be extended to measure cysteine oxidation state with
the goal of harnessing SP3-enabled repeated binding and
elution on resin to conduct sequential capping, reduction, and
capping steps with the heavy and light IPIAA probes.
We adapted the optimized workflow from our previous

study to produce the SP3-Rox workflow, shown in Figure 3A
(additional methodological details are shown in supplemental
Fig. S6). Initial samples subjected to labeling in non-
denaturing conditions indicated only partial or incomplete la-
beling of reduced cysteines in comparison to denaturing
conditions with apparent ratio values nonrepresentative of a
reduced thiol proteome (supplemental Fig. S7) (46, 47). To
ensure optimal labeling, the samples were subjected to la-
beling with IPIAA-L in 2M urea first to cap all reduced cyste-
ines; labeled proteins were then bound to SP3 resin and
washed to remove excess IPIAA-L. Following on-SP3 resin
thiol reduction and a second round of SP3 desalting to remove
excess reductant, all formally oxidized cysteines were capped
with IPIAA-H. The samples were then conjugated by CuAAC
to biotin-azide, and excess reagents were removed by sub-
sequent wash steps using SP3 beads. After sequence-
specific digest (trypsin) and enrichment on neutravidin resin,
labeled peptides were analyzed by LC-MS/MS. Notably,
minimal lysis-induced oxidation was observed for both soni-
cation and urea-based lysis (supplemental Fig. S8).
SP3-Rox analysis of Jurkat cell lysates in biological tripli-

cate yielded 7,805 quantified cysteines in two or more repli-
cates after filtering the data (Figs. 3, A and B and S9 and S10).
SP3-Rox afforded robust (90–95%) enrichment of cysteine-
containing peptides using this workflow, consistent with our
previous study (40) (supplemental Fig. S11) and adequate
peptide recovery from 400 μg input material (supplemental
Fig. S12). Gratifyingly, and consistent with the aforemen-
tioned vetting of both Skyline and FragPipe quantitation, we
observed a strong correlation between ratios reported for both
methods, both with and without FAIMS (Figs. 3B and S10A).
We also find that the median IonQuant H/L ratio is −3, (~10%
oxidation) (supplemental Fig. S9), which is consistent with
previously reported values for the median oxidation state of
proteinaceous cysteines (46, 47). Analysis of annotated
disulfides (UniProtKB) revealed a strong enrichment for higher
heavy/light ratios anticipated for heavily oxidized thiols with a
3-fold increase in disulfide annotated cysteines for IonQuant
log2(H/L) ratios > −3 (more than ~10% oxidized) in comparison
to log2(H/L) ratios < −3. Notable disulfides identified include
IGF2R Cys161, TF Cys137, CD1C Cys120, and HLA-A
Cys188. Many disulfides with lower heavy/light ratios were
found to be primarily in redox-active motifs (e.g., thioredoxin,
peroxiredoxin), which rationalizes the observed partial labeling
by the IPIAA-L probe (Fig. 3B). We also observe modest
FAIMS-induced ratio compression in comparison to samples
run without FAIMS (supplemental Fig. S10B). To maintain
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consistency with previous studies, we provide both FragPipe
reported ratios as well as a % oxidation metric in the prote-
omic datasets reported in supplemental Tables S2, S4, and
S5.
Many redox-active cysteines are located in tryptic peptides

that contain multiple cysteines. The accurate identification of
the labeling site and quantification of the area ratio for these
multi-cysteine containing peptides is confounded by several
key factors. First, the default assumption of many software
packages (e.g., MaxQuant and Skyline) is that all cysteines
within a given peptide are labeled by the same variable
modification. Therefore, for methods that use multiple labels
such as the SP3-Rox method, the identification and quantifi-
cation of multi-cysteine peptides frequently fail using these
software packages. To fix this issue, we implemented a
customized plugin for Skyline analysis to compare multi-
cysteine peptide ratios with those quantified by IonQuant in
FragPipe. Second, as is the case with all posttranslational
modifications, and described in detail for phosphoproteomics,
identification of the labeling site for peptides containing mul-
tiple possible amino acid labeling sites can be confounded by
the uncertainty caused by incomplete coverage of b and y
ions (48). The lack of confidence metrics for posttranslational
modification site assignments in most search engines makes
differentiating these sites of labeling more difficult.
In contrast with other search algorithms, MSFragger has the
flexibility to accommodate multiple unique modifications on
cysteines. Six percentage of all unique peptides (over 450)
quantified by the SP3-Rox method contain multiple cysteines
(Fig. 3C). Of these, ~300 were found to contain light labeling
together with carbamidomethyl modifications and only ~15
with both light and heavy labels. Comparison of the ratios
generated for multi-cysteine containing peptides quantified by
IonQuant and Skyline revealed a strong correlation, consistent
with similar performance of both packages (Figs. 3D and S13).
Analysis of individual Skyline MS1 peak areas for multi-cys
peptides revealed high concordance with FragPipe identified
ratios. Notably, partially labeled peptides containing one car-
bamidomethyl modification were observed to have substan-
tially reduced intensities compared to fully labeled peptides,
consistent with near complete IPIAA labeling afforded by the
SP3-Rox method (supplemental Fig. S13). Validated against
Skyline, we proceeded to use IonQuant for all subsequent
analyses.
Using the PTMProphet tool (49) which is built into FragPipe

and has recently been tailored to localize any assigned
modifications, we assessed the probability score for locali-
zation and found that for most peptides, the localization
probability is greater than 0.8 (Fig. 3E). Showcasing the ac-
curacy of PTMProphet scoring, the known redox-active
Mol Cell Proteomics (2022) 21(4) 100218 7
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cysteine Cys152 in GAPDH was identified with a light labeling
and with carbamidomethyl labeling at Cys156 with localization
scores ranging from 0.86 to 0.99 for each site (50). Similarly,
for the Cys169, Cys171 multi-cys peptide from LYPLA1 thio-
esterase, Cys171 showed preferential light labeling with a
localization score of 0.93. In contrast, a multi-cys peptide from
the IKZF1 DNA-binding protein was identified with more
ambiguous localization scores for the nonactive site, zinc-
finger cysteines Cys147 and Cys150 positions (supplemental
Table S2) (51).

SP3-Rox Identification of Cysteines Sensitive to Reversible
Oxidation

Cysteine S-nitrosylation has been implicated in numerous
biological processes, spanning apoptosis, proliferation, and
angiogenesis and contributes to the pathology of multiple
diseases (e.g., Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease) as well as
host immune responses (7). Motivated by these wide ranging
and significant biological impacts, we opted to apply our
workflow to identify reversibly oxidized cysteines prone to S-
nitrosation by GSNO (Fig. 4A). Immortalized T lymphocyte cell
(Jurkat) proteome was treated with 1 mM GSNO or vehicle
followed by SP3-Rox sample preparation to establish our
method using samples with robust labeling. We identified
15,226 unique sites and 4,479 unique proteins using our
workflow. 4,060 unique sites were identified in all four repli-
cates per condition. The ratio difference between treated and
control samples was then calculated for these 4,060 high
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confidence cysteines (Fig. 4B). Two thousand seventy two
cysteines showed significant ratio changes (Difference >2, p-
value < 0.5) sensitivity to GSNO labeling (Fig. 4C). Of these
residues, a number with high ratio changes have been previ-
ously reported to be involved in the oxidative stress response
including superoxide dismutase (SOD1 Cys147, ~6.3), parkin
7 (PARK7 Cys106, ~4.7), and thioredoxin (TXN Cys73, ~3.7)
(Fig. 4C) (52–54). In particular, parkin 7 Cys106 oxidation is
necessary for mitochondrial relocalization and protection
against neuronal death (3, 55). The majority of Swiss-Prot
reviewed and annotated S-nitrosocysteines identified in our
dataset present significant and high ratio changes (Fig. 4C)
(56).
Looking beyond proteins implicated in cellular response to

oxidative stress, we next assessed whether other subsets of
proteins were enriched for harboring redox sensitive cyste-
ines. Gene ontology enrichment analysis (57, 58) of proteins
exhibiting significant high ratio-change cysteines (residues
highlighted in green, Fig. 4B) did not reveal enrichments in
redox pathways, possibly due to the excess of GSNO (1 mM)
used in our labeling study (supplemental Fig. S14). Immune-
relevant proteins have been found to harbor numerous reac-
tive and ligandable cysteines (59). Consistent with these
findings, we uncovered a number of immune-relevant proteins
containing GSNO-sensitive cysteines (supplemental
Table S3).
Given that treatment with somewhat superphysiological

concentrations of GSNO could easily afford nonspecific
S
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cysteine oxidation, we next asked whether SP3-Rox could
stratify the relative GSNO sensitivity of individual cysteines.
Across a panel of 50 proteins analyzed that all contain ≥ 6
quantified cysteines with significantly different ratio changes,
we find that nearly all show preferential labeling of one or only
a handful of cysteines across all residues detected (green,
Fig. 4D). One notable exception is CNBP in which nearly all
identified cysteines exhibit elevated ratios, consistent with
nitrosylation. As CNBP contains multiple zinc finger motifs, we
speculate that the observed GSNO promiscuous labeling is
likely indicative of cysteine-modification-induced protein
unfolding.
As redox-sensitive cysteines are frequently found in close

proximity, both in sequence and 3D space, to additional
cysteines, we hypothesized that the GSNO-sensitive cysteine
subset would be enriched for peptides that contain multiple
cysteines. We find that, of the sites we annotated as GSNO
sensitive (Difference >2, p-value < 0.05), 6% belong to general
multi-cys peptides (supplemental Fig. S15A) in comparison to
5% of sites we established as insensitive (Difference <2 or p-
value > 0.05) (supplemental Fig. S15B). We then extended this
analysis to the subset of peptides that contain a putative
redox motif (either ‘CXXC’ or ‘CXXXC’). In the GSNO-sensitive
subset (green), nearly 40% of the multi-cys peptides contain a
redox motif (supplemental Fig. S15C) compared to 28% in the
insensitive subset (gray) (supplemental Fig. S15D). While we
acknowledge that the relatively modest number of putative
redox motif-containing peptides may preclude generalization
of our findings, we believe that this observed enrichment
highlights the importance of considering multi-cys motifs in
quantification pipelines, particularly those aimed at profiling
redox-sensitive cysteines.

SP3-Rox for Identification of Cell-State–Dependent Redox-
Sensitive Cysteines

Reactive oxygen species have been extensively implicated
in the activation of peripheral T cells. T cell activation requires
ROS production; however, inappropriately high levels of ROS
are proinflammatory and have been linked to DNA damage
and cell death (60–64). Several oxidation-sensitive cysteines
have been implicated in the regulation of appropriate T cell
function (e.g., residues in NRF2 and NFKB) (65, 66).
As T cells produce a burst of ROS during cellular activation,

we postulated that a comparison of resting (unstimulated)
versus activated (anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 stimulated) T cell
redoxomes would reveal changes in the oxidation state of
cysteines involved in cellular activation. To test this model, T
cells isolated from healthy donor blood were subjected to the
SP3-Rox workflow either before or after stimulation with
immobilized anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies (Fig. 5A).
Using the IonQuant workflow illustrated in Figure 3A for

stimulated and resting T cells, we quantified 13,411 total
cysteines including 4,061 high confidence cysteines identified
in all four replicates per condition. We also find 243 multi-
cysteine containing peptides (~5%) with varying and quanti-
fiable ratios (supplemental Fig. S16). We found 55 cysteines
with significant changes in cysteine redox state during acti-
vation (Difference < -1.5 or >1.5) (Fig. 5, A and B). As ex-
pected, we primarily observe increases in mean ratios
indicating an oxidizing environment relative to unstimulated T
cells. As in the GSNO analysis, we detect many proteins with
multiple quantified cysteines, including a subset that exhibit
high difference values (Fig. 5C). Comparison to the prior
chemoproteomic inventory of ligandable cysteines in T cells
revealed 33 ligandable and redox-sensitive cysteines (Differ-
ence >1), with several high ratio-change cysteines including
RRP1B Cys197 and RPS6KA5 Cys475, which provides addi-
tional clues for prioritization of residues for future small
molecule probe development campaigns (Fig. 5B) (59).
Gratifyingly, we identified a number of cysteines in proteins

with known involvement in adaptive immune response and T
cell activation. Consistent with the important contributions of
protein kinases, particularly serine-threonine kinases in T cell
function (67), we detect cell-state–dependent cysteine-
oxidation changes in multiple kinase cysteines demon-
strating changes in oxidative state with differences in the 1.5
to 2.0 range. For example in PRKCQ, which is implicated in T
cell receptor signaling, we identify Cys193 (Difference = 1.77)
(68). In PRKDC, the DNA-dependent kinase involved in DNA
damage repair and telomere stability, Cys1312 shows
increased oxidation during T cell activation (Difference = 1.61)
(Fig. 5B) (69). Interestingly, a prior study of cysteine dimethyl-
fumarate sensitivity in native and activated T cells identified
PRKDC (Cys4045) and PRKCQ (Cys14/17 and Cys322) (70).
We also identify serine protein kinase ATM Cys2021 (Differ-
ence = 1.73) and bifunctional polynucleotide phosphatase/
kinase PNKP Cys445 (Difference = 2.34) implicated in DNA
damage response critical to T cells (71, 72).
Among the cysteines demonstrating very high ratio changes

(>2.5) is GATOR complex protein MIOS Cys276 (Difference =
3.00), which indirectly positively regulates the mTORC
pathway as well as GCN1 Cys1482 (Difference = 3.32), a
positive regular of the EIF2AK4 kinase pathway, and E2F1
activator RRP1B Cys197 (Difference = 2.65) (73–75). We
observe many nonkinase proteins also linked to T cell regula-
tion and viral and tumor immune response such as SHMT2
Cys412, ITPKB Cys693, ZC3HAV1 Cys581, CTPS1 Cys216,
and SERPINB9 Cys98 (76–80). Several proteins demonstrating
high ratio changes do not have direct links to T cell activation
and may play roles not yet elucidated. We also see a small
number of cysteines with more reduced redox state upon
stimulation including GADD45GIP1 Cys124, a negative regu-
lator of cell-cycle progression (81), which is more reduced in
activated T cells and upregulated during activation (82) as well
as IRF2BP2 Cys521, an important transcriptional repressor
typically down-regulated during T cell activation (83).
Altered protein abundance can complicate the interpretation

of putative oxidative modification events identified by
Mol Cell Proteomics (2022) 21(4) 100218 9
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workflows requiring inter-sample ratio comparisons such as
IsoTOP-ABPP and adaptations to the OxICAT method. A key
advantage of the SP3-Rox method is its general insensitivity
to abundance changes, even for proteins with only single
cysteines identified. To further assess the ability of the SP3-
Rox method to delineate oxidative modifications in the pres-
ence of expression changes, we analyzed unstimulated and
activated T cell transcriptome profiling datasets from Zhao
et al. to determine if significantly high ratio-change cysteine
residues in Figure 5B reside in genes that show differential
expression during activation. Comparing 0 h to 72 h differ-
ential expression datasets, we find that the subset of genes
with high ratio-change (Difference >1.5) cysteines (green)
show insignificant difference in the distribution of log2(R)
values from all other genes (Fig. 5D).
Gene ontology-analysis of proteins that harbor cysteines

with significant difference >1.5 revealed an enrichment for
proteins involved in peptidyl-serine phosphorylation and
telomere maintenance, consistent with well-established
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literature on loss of telomere length during T cell activation (84,
85) (Fig. 5E). Many identified cysteines reside in or near ATP-
binding sites or enzyme active sites such as SQOR, which
catalyzes the oxidation of hydrogen sulfide with active site
Cys201 (Difference = 1.76), functioning as part of the catalytic
disulfide bond (86) with Cys379. We also identify CAMK2D
Cys290 (Difference = 2.06) near the calmodulin-binding site
291 to 301, which is intriguing given CAMK2D’s roles in T cell
proliferation (Fig. 5, F and G) (87).

DISCUSSION

Cysteine oxidative modifications are known to regulate
most biological processes. Consequently, methods to deter-
mine the sites and fractional occupancy of thiol side chain
modifications are widely applicable. Many such techniques
are available including OxICAT, Cys-BOOST, and adaptations
of IsoTOP-ABPP such as QTRP (10, 12, 87). Near ubiquitous-
shared features of these methods are the requirement for
multiple rounds of sample decontamination (typically
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accomplished by precipitation or size exclusion) and for rela-
tively large amounts of input material and for costly and
complex isotopic reagents. Addressing these challenges,
here, we combined new cost-effective isotopically labeled
cysteine-reactive probes with SP3 sample cleanup to develop
the SP3-Rox method, which is capable of quantifying cysteine
oxidation state for small sample sizes, including for primary T
cells derived from healthy donors.
To enable this method, we built upon our SP3 chemo-

proteomics sample cleanup workflow to incorporate two
rounds of cysteine labeling, first capping all reduced cysteines
and then all oxidized cysteines, with light and heavy isotopi-
cally differentiated iodoacetamide probes, respectively (40).
While our method derives substantial inspiration from the
pioneering OxICAT platform and workflows developed by
Weerpana et al., the SP3-Rox method offers several clear
advantages over these prior techniques. First, our reduced
cost isotopically labeled IAA-reagents make subjecting sam-
ples to higher concentrations of reagents required for near
complete capping of cysteines less cost prohibitive. Second,
our use of SP3 sample cleanup streamlines standard redox
preparation workflows by eliminating requirements for sample
precipitation or other more laborious decontamination steps
that frequently cause substantial material loss. As SP3 allows
for repeated rounds of high yielding binding and elution to
carboxyl-coated magnetic beads, samples can readily be
capped, reduced, capped, and subjected to click chemistry,
all in the same pot with minimal manipulation.
Critical to the success of the SP3-Rox method was our

application of the FragPipe computational pipeline for highly
sensitive peptide identification, as well as rigorous vetting of
the FragPipe's built-in quantification module IonQuant by
comparison with Skyline quantification. While proteomics
tools such as FragPipe and Skyline have been widely adopted
by the proteomics community, their use in chemoproteomics
and redox proteomics has been limited to a handful of ex-
amples (40, 88, 89). Building upon our prior findings that
MSFragger is compatible with search of chemoproteomics
data generated using a FAIMS device for online fractionation,
we first confirmed that search of samples labeled with the
heavy and light IAA probes at a 1:1 stoichiometry afforded
comparable PSMs for light- and heavy-labeled peptides. Next,
we evaluated the performance of IonQuant and Skyline for
quantification of samples labeled with different ratios to IAA
probes (1:1, 4:1, 1:10), which revealed comparable perfor-
mance for both quantification methods. Comparison of
quantification for samples analyzed with and without FAIMS
revealed improved quantification with FAIMS, albeit with
modestly increased ratio compression. Of note, we find that
FragPipe-processing affords less substantial FAIMS-induced
compression when compared to Skyline. As chemo-
proteomics workflows have only recently incorporated online
fractionation methods such as FAIMS, our work highlights the
utility of FAIMS for simultaneously improving coverage and
quantification of peptides detected in chemoproteomics
studies. To enable widespread adoption of these free and
versatile search and quantification tools by the chemo-
proteomics community, we provide a workflow file that auto-
mates implementation of our analysis pipeline (supporting file
Sp3-Rox.workflow), and we include detailed step-by-step
methods for our data analysis workflows.
We then combined our isotopically labeled IAA reagents,

data analysis pipeline, and SP3 cleanup to generate the SP3-
Rox method. Application of this method to Jurkat cell lysates
identified 9,687 cysteines, including 219 known disulfides. In
lysates subjected to 1 mM of the oxidant GSNO, we identified
2,072 oxidant-sensitive cysteines; follow-up studies should
consider a dose-range of GSNO concentrations to mimic
native cellular environments. One potential limitation of the
SP3-Rox method is its reliance on a ratio-to-ratio comparison
between oxidant and vehicle-treated samples, which may
reduce the coverage of cysteines found in tough-to-detect
peptides, including low abundance sequences and those
that ionize poorly. This limitation is in part mitigated by the
high coverage of the SP3-Rox method, which is achieved by
our combination of Orbitrap Eclipse mass spectrometer
(Thermo Scientific), FAIMS online fractionation, and enhanced
coverage afforded by SP3 sample cleanup. One potential
advantage of using relative ratio changes is the ability to
control for any artificial oxidation introduced in sample prep-
aration steps. The small and comparable amounts of methi-
onine oxidation observed here for samples generated using
two different lysis methods (sonication versus freeze/thaw
lysis in urea) supports the generally minimal impact of artificial
oxidation on our analyses (supplemental Fig. S8). In follow-up
studies measuring general oxidation, steps should be taken to
avoid artificial oxidation such as using mild and inactivating
lysis conditions when possible.
Use of alternative methods, such as isoTOP-ABPP, which

rely on competitive decrease in IAA labeling upon cysteine
oxidation, provide a complementary alternative to the SP3-
Rox method, with the possible advantage of increased
coverage of tough-to-detect residues. However, such
methods can be confounded by changes in protein abun-
dance. In contrast, the SP3-Rox method and other related
platforms should prove largely insensitive to expression-level
changes, with the exception of complete activation or inacti-
vation of a gene, and thus are well suited to applications
where substantial proteome remodeling is expected.
Furthermore, we expect that integration of the SP3-Rox
method with probes tailored to capture specific oxidative
modifications (e.g., recently repurposed Wittig reagents (90))
likely will capture modification sites missed by in vitro labeling
studies, which should prove particularly relevant for more
labile or transient modifications.
Multiple redox active cysteines are often found in close

proximity, both in peptide sequence and 3D space. Many
search and quantification algorithms are not well equipped to
Mol Cell Proteomics (2022) 21(4) 100218 11
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handle peptides containing multiple modifications. Address-
ing this issue, here, we show that FragPipe is capable of
identifying multi-cysteine containing peptides with two or
more different modifications and that IonQuant and Skyline
both accurately quantify isotopic ratios of labeled peptides.
We find that PTMProphet can be applied to score the confi-
dence of labeling sites. Collectively, these findings provide a
toolbox for the chemoproteomics community to enable rapid
and accurate search and quantitation of chemoproteomics
datasets, including for multi-cysteine containing peptides.
While these multi-cysteine peptides represent a smaller
fraction of all data, given their potential biological relevance,
we anticipate that this localization data should prove useful
for future studies aimed at functional annotation of the
redox-sensitive cysteinome. Future efforts will include the
incorporation of PTMProphet localizations in IonQuant
quantification results.
Showcasing the utility of the SP3-Rox method, we apply our

platform to identify cell-state dependent changes in cysteine
oxidation. We find that during T cell activation, a number of
cysteines show increased oxidation during cellular activation.
As prior studies have demonstrated the contributions of low-
level ROS to T cell activation and proliferation, we expect
that a subset of the residues identified here are likely func-
tional regulators of cellular activation. Although our workflow
controls for protein abundance changes upon activation, we
further used unmatched RNA-seq data to rule out confound-
ing expression changes of genes harboring identified resi-
dues; future studies would benefit from matched
transcriptomic data. The clinical relevance of cysteine-reactive
molecules as immunomodulators points to future opportu-
nities in the design and synthesis of tailored compounds
aimed at targeting such functional residues (91). Future efforts
to functionally validate the impact of these oxidative modifi-
cations should help to stratify functional and bystander
oxidative modifications.
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